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A Remark On A Principle of Brhzis and Browder 
THOMAS JECH 
The Pennsylvania State University 
Abstract. A fixed-point principle of B&is and Browder is slightly generalized. 
Let (P,s) be a partially ordered set. A set D C P is open dense if 
(i) for every p E P there exists d E D such that d 5 p 
(ii) for every d E D, if e 5 D then e E D. 
THEOREM. Let P be a partial ordering. The following are equivalent: 
(a) The intersection of countably many open dense sets is nonempty. 
(b) For every function F from P into R such that 
P I q implies F(p) I F(q), 
there exists a po E P such that F(p) = F(po) for all p 5 po. 
Proof: (a) + (b): For every rational number T let 
D,={~EP: eitherF(p)<rorVq<p F(q)>r}. 
Each D, is open dense and so fi D, is nonempty. Let po E n,. D,; then F(p) = F(po) 
for all p 5 PO: This is because for every rational T 5 F(po), F(p) 1 P. 
(b) + (a): Let DI > 02 > Ds > . . . be dense open with empty intersection. 
For every p E P let F(p) = $ where n is the least n such that p 4 D,. The function F 
witnesses that (b) fails. 
. Corollary. [1],[2] If P h as the property that every countable chain has a lower 
bound then (b) holds. 
Remark. Property (a) in the theorem is the Baire Category Theorem (for a suitable 
topology on P). 
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I am grateful to Qi Feng for Acquainting me with the fixed-point principle. 
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